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Tuesday, April 6, 2010.

Vacations are not my thing, but the blog and I have been off on holiday for several days. Over the
time away, I simply let my mind off the hook (Douglas Adams’ phrase, not mine) for a short rest and
didn’t check in on the site very much. There was college basketball to watch, television to holler at
and storms to watch roll in across Lake Michigan. Eventually, I found myself indulging in one of the
things that vacations do allow for: a free Tuesday afternoon wandering around the public library. I
was intrigued by the idea that amongst the rows of new self-whining books, the endless books on
what to make of bad childhoods, bad marriages and ugly babies, there was a new Douglas Brinkley
biography of Theodore Roosevelt. There, alongside the mopery, was a heavy book about the Bear
Grylls of his generation, T.R. As so often happens in a small town library, one of the patrons farted
loudly and I forgot all about Roosevelt. Just a paint peeler, a real buzz killer of a methane cloud.
Trapped, with nowhere to go, I passed out beside the self-help groaners and saw my vacation pass
before my eyes.

In my ongoing attempt to stay in the moment and remain positive about all that I am blessed with in
life, I am going to apply the i-phone advertising principal to all of the technology already in my
home. By now, you’ve probably been exposed to the promos for the applications of the i-phone. I
saw one this evening about holding the thing up in the air and letting it measure wind patterns and
then it automatically downloads music related to the velocity of wind in your particular zip code. Of
course, just don’t hold it up in my local library… . The following are some application testimonials for
things I already own, once the height of technology:

“With the advan ced hands free technology in my 1998 Honda CRV, I
feel like Batman! Just the other day I wanted to call my mother, so I shouted at the dashboard
‘Call Mother!’ Nothing happened, so I picked up my cello phone off of the front seat, shouted
‘Phone Mother!’ and threw the cello phone at the dashboard. It broke, but now at least I have
another excuse not to call Mother.”

“I wanted to look up ‘human’ on the web, but not having a Droid phone, I relied on my home
computer. The p.c. is powered by a neighbor kid who runs around on a large wheel and

sometime Google searches take a while.  Anyway, I was Googling
‘human’ and ‘restaurants’ for the third day in a row, when a bunch of unmarked cars pulled up
to the house and some men broke through the door and took me to a detention center. They
took my computer, but the neighbor kid is still on the hamster wheel.”

Uhg. Good thing I’m investing in some new phone technology next month and shutting up about the
stupid advertisements.
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